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General Information 

◎ Owner, pricipal design engineer : Dr. Catalin NEGREA
◎ Founded in Dec. 2014
◎ CAEN activity registration: 

7112 – Engineering and related technical 
consulting activities 

◎ VAT registered for EU transactions 
(VIES registration)

◎ Main area of activity: consulting for high speed design 
and thermal management
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Activity

◎ DarkNote Engineering was founded in 2014 as an R&D service 
provider focused on high-speed design and thermal management  
virtual prototyping activities as well as compliance measurements 
and design validation 
◎ Since then the engineering team at DarkNote was involved in the 
development of several high-end products for companies ranging 
from tech start-ups to multi-nationals
◎Our extensive expertise on signal and power integrity simulation of 
high speed interfaces ranging from DDR buses to gigabit SerDes 
makes us a great partner in the development of complex boards for 
applications such as 3D graphics systems
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PCB Design



High Speed 
Design



◎ Signal Integrity
- assuring the integrity of the data 

transmission (bits) by effectively 
transferring the energy (the 
analog signal) from the 
transmitter to the receiver on the 
data channel

- Goal: keep the signal distortion in 
limits in order to obtain the 
proper receiver triggering

◎ Power Integrity
- assuring the integrity of the data 

transmission (bits) by effectively 
transferring the energy (the 
supply signal) from the power 
supply to the ICs involved the 
data transfer

- Goal: keep the supply noise in 
limits under operating conditions

High Speed Design
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◎ The term High Speed Design generically addresses all  engineering 
topics related to signal transmissions (propagation) in wired digital 
systems 



High Speed Design

◎ Every electrical connection element placed in the signal path is a 
potential source for signal degradation and its electrical behavior must 
be characterized in order evaluate the impact on the transmitted signal.
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High Speed Design makes the difference
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post-layout simulation 
results of a DDR3 multi-

drop adress line

….and PCB after 
optimization



High Speed Design

Pre-layout
Simulation
„what-if 
analisys”

Post-layout 
Simulation

Compliance 
testing & 

measurements

- define PCB stack-up 
(layers, materials) 
- explore design 
possibilities in order to 
meet interface 
requirements, obtain 
best performance/cost 
ratio

- PCB stack-up and CAD 
represent the inputs for 
the simulation
- Identify potential 
problems that were not 
considered in pre-layout 
- debugging of a physical 
prototype problem; 
identify root cause and 
define possible remedies 

- check compliance to 
interface standard (i.e. 
JEDEC)
- check quality of the PCB 
materials and fabrication 
process
- discover sporadic events 
that disturb data 
transmission (i.e. crosstalk)



High Speed Design

◎We offer simulation solutions for all high speed design 
stages:
- stack-up definition layer alocation, material 

selection, controlled impedance
- pre-layout PCB design directives and IC software 

settings (drive strenght, slew rate...)
- post-layout layout validation, worst case timing 

analisys                   
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Compliance testing

◎Measurements done using high bandwidth oscilloscope 
◎ Level and timing parameters of standardized 
interfaces (DDR2,3,4, SATA, PCIe, ) can be verified 
and a compliance report is generated based on JEDEC metrics
◎ For DDR an interposer solution must be used in order to 
obtain access to all signals
◎ We offer support throughout the interface debugging if needed
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PCB Characterization

◎ Time domain (TDR impedance plot) or frequency domain (S-parameters) 
depending on the application
◎ Evaluate PCB supplier quality for controlled impedance routing
◎ Evaluate cable quality
◎ Evaluate data transmission channel loss
◎Modelling of data channel
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TDR S-parameter



PCB Design



PCB Design

◎ The PCB layout represents the integration of all design rules of the  
pre-layout analysis. No matter how well simulations were carried out 
it is all useless without proper implementation of the design 
directives. 
◎We can support the layout design of complex multilayer boards  
incorporating high speed channel routing and  PI restriction as well as 
performance focused reviews for EMC or SI.
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Thermal 
Management



PCB and system level thermal simulation

◎ As power dissipation levels are continuously increasing and extreme 
miniaturization  is  common requirement, maintaining a junction 
temperatures within range is a highly complex task. 
◎By using CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulation we can provide 
accurate predictions  of  the  thermal behavior for the analyzed device and 
provide design  guidelines to achieve  required thermal performance.
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Here are just a few of the topics we can cover:
o cooling concept definition and evaluation in the early design phases
o selection or design of mechanical parts like heatsinks , cases for cooling 

optimization
o thermal analysis to ensure  proper operating  temperatures at component level
o solar radiation impact evaluation 
o phase-change cooling  solutions (heat pipes, vapour chamber )
o forced convection cooling, air flow modeling



IR Thermal Imaging 
& Thermocouple Measurements

◎The verification of component temperature is a critical part in the design 
validation of any electronic assembly.  For thermal characterization and 
verification we can provide
o component level IR thermal imaging analysis (macro lens with sub-mm resolution)
o PCBA or system level IR thermal imaging ( w/o emissivity  normalization & 

correction )
o IR transient thermal imaging (up to 60fps rate)
o Thermocouple measurements (steady state and transient, up to 16 channels)
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◎ For power electronics the thermal response to transient events 
such as surges can be highly important in assuring proper operation 
and reliability. 
◎We can provide transient thermal models in the form or RC 
networks (SPICE netlist or other) based measured or simulated 
thermal impedance profiles.
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Transient Thermal Modeling

P(t) ΔTJ



Trainings



Technichal Trainings

◎ Development of strong theoretical background for engineering 
design challenges
◎ Create a common technical vocabulary throughout the design 
team
◎ Improve communication between different disciplines and project 
roles
◎ hands-on examples taken from the „real” engineering world
◎ practical tips (rules of thumb) for speeding up design times and 
promote good design practices

◎Who should attend ? 
hardware engineers, PCB layout designers, test&validation 
engineers, project leaders, project managers, system engineers, 
system architects
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Introduction to 
High Speed Design

6h (1 day)

- transmission line theory
- basic EM concepts for SI
- Signal analysis: 

reflections, crosstalk 
simulation flow 

- software tools
- IBIS modeling
- Field solvers and PCB 

extraction
- PI analysis
- practical example of SI 

simulation for a parallel 
interface

High Speed Design
-extended-

(24h, 4 days)

- transmission line theory + 
EM field theory

- in-depth analysis with 
practical examples for 
reflections, crosstalk

- timing analysis and eye 
diagram definitions

- PCB stack-up design
- hands-on exercises for  

terminations, crosstalk, 
timing , stack-up design 
(with Hyperlynx or other 
simulation tools on 
demand)

Thermal 
Management Basics

(12h, 2 days)

- physics of thermal 
transfer

- power dissipation of 
passive and active 
components

- CFD simulation flow
- material thermal 

characterization
- cooling solutions
- thermal measurements 

(IR thermography, 
thermocouples)

- hands-on  exercise on 
heatsink dimensioning

Technichal Trainings
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Technichal Trainings

◎ All our training are available in English and Romanian and can be 
organized at a location provided by DarkNote, or at the customer 
location. 

◎We provide printed training materials, practical  simulation 
examples and measurement examples with dedicated industry 
standard equipment. 

◎ 6 participants is minimum
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Contact Information:

Quotations, Invoice, Financial  
office@darknote.eu

Technical discussions / Direct Support 
catalin.negrea@darknote.eu
+40723573380

website:
www.darknote.eu



Contact us and let’s steer your 
design on the right path !


